By Jim Cosgrove
No Mother Could Give MoreIn each of the past six months, I removed
one string
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of eggs and brought it back to my laboratory in the
Royal British Columbia Museum where I counted and
measured the eggs, and photographed the various
stages of development. The eggs in the last string
I collected actually began hatching in the lab as the
water warmed up.
Each egg is a gleaming white tear-drop about the size
of a grain of rice. Inside the egg, the baby octopus
(called a paralarva) will develop. As the yolk sac is
consumed and the paralarva grows larger, it is forced
to switch ends inside the egg. Through the shells of
the eggs I gathered, I saw the eyes of the developing
paralarvae. I also saw when they reversed their position in their eggs, which gave me information as to
when the hatch would likely occur.
The paralarvae are spectacular. Measuring 6 mm and
weighing just 0.029 grams, they are perfect miniatures
of their parents. They have eight tiny arms adorned
with suckers. They can change colours instantly and
can even produce a miniature puff of ink when they
are disturbed.
The female octopus is as dedicated a parent as you
could imagine. Since she laid the eggs she has continuously groomed the eggs with her arms and suckers.
She has also blown clean, cold, oxygen-rich water over
the eggs. She has defended the eggs from predators
and kept the eggs clean and free of growths that might
have prevented the eggs from hatching. During this
entire time, the female has not eaten and has only
survived on stored energy.
Tonight, in the waters of Saanich Inlet, it is clear that
this female will not survive much longer. She is much
smaller now and her breath comes in sporadic gasps.
Her once brick-red colour is now a deathly grey and
her skin shows signs of infection and decay. This is
the end of the race that every female octopus faces. If
she has stored enough food energy prior to laying her
eggs, then she will survive to see all her eggs hatch.
On the night of the hatch, when many of the predators
are asleep, she will blow all her babies out of the den.
Like a living plume of smoke, the paralarvae will swim
to the surface where they will join the host of plankton
for the next ten months.
If the female does not have the necessary energy
reserves, then her last living act will be to unseal the

Female Tending a Full nest of Eggs above her head.
Wall removed for Photograph
t’s winter and now it is dark. Only the beams of our hand-held
lights illuminate the surroundings as we move forward. I can
hear my heart beat; otherwise the silence is only broken by the
sounds of our breathing.
Half an hour ago my wife, Jeannie, and I arrived at Saanich
Inlet, a body of water just north of Victoria. Dusk was painting
dark shadows on the still surface of the water. Now the water’s
surface is 25 metres above our heads as we near the object of
our investigation. This is a trip we have swum many times in
the past eight months, but this time we are hoping to be lucky
enough to attend a birth – a multiple birth actually – of more
than 68,000 baby octopuses.
As we arrive at the den – a large rock with a number of smaller
rocks surrounding it – we see a large number of rockfish hovering nearby. They are hungrily anticipating the emergence of
the baby octopuses. The presence of the rockfish indicates the
hatch will occur very soon.
Quickly I remove some of the small rocks that the mother octopus has placed to block the entrance to the den. A flash of my
light confirms that she is still there and that the eggs have not
hatched. I replaced the rocks, resealing the den.
The female octopus selected this den more than eight months
ago, after mating. A typical nesting den is in water deeper than
15 metres and has an internal space just large enough for the
mother and her eggs.
Her first act, once the den was selected, was to roam the surrounding area and gather up rocks which she used to block any
entrances to the den. Once all but the last entrance is sealed the
female crawls into the den and reaches out for the final group of
rocks that she then pulls in to completely seal the den. This will
prevent predators such as sea stars, crabs and other octopuses
from getting in and destroying her eggs.
Next, she will spend approximately 30 days laying approximately 68,000 eggs in almost 400 strings. All this is accomplished while the female is hanging upside down, clinging to the
roof of the den. Each individual egg is fertilized as it is extruded
using sperm stored from the mating which may have been several months ago. Each egg is woven onto a string and when
there are approximately 170 eggs then the string is glued to the Photo by J.A. Cosgrove
roof of the den and the female will descend to the bottom of
the den to rest before laying the next string and the next and Hatched Paralarva with some of the yolk sac remaining
the next and .....
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